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Shearing Industry Consultants Shearing Pattern  
 
?? Australia’s sheep population of among the highest of any country in the world, and over 90% of it’s wool is exported. 
?? Australia produces approximately:  - 70% of the world’s supply of traded apparel wool  
- 50% of the world’s supply of Merino Wool  - 30% of the world’s supply of raw wool 
Shearers in Australia remove over 600 million kilograms of wool from over 150 million sheep and lambs. Efficient, quality work by 
professional shearers is vital to the harvesting and processing of one of the world’s premier natural fibres. 
Structured shearer training started in the1960s in Australia with the Australian Wool Board’s “Tally-Hi” method. 
This shearing pattern still keeps to those basic principles, but has been improved and refined to take advantage of the changes in the 
industry, changes in the width of shearing gear, and safety issues. 
The shearing pattern has been put together by Shearing Industry Consultants, with input from some of the industry's fastest and most 
efficient high quality shearers. When used as a guide, and the direction of the blows adhered to, shearers will find as their rhythm, 
concentration, co-ordination, temperament, fitness, stamina, sheep positioning and control improves, so will their tallies and the quality of 
their job. 
  As sheep vary a lot in size and shape, more blows may be needed on some sheep, and less on others, but try to follow the blow pattern of 
each section carefully to ensure you do not use too many blows.   Keep a firm, flexible grip on the handpiece, and you will be able to feel 
the sheep's body contours easier. 
  
 Try to put blows in accurately, even if they are slow, with extra pressure on the bottom or top tooth of the comb on different parts of the 
sheep. Concentrate on keeping the comb flat on the skin, during and also when finishing a blow to ensure you maintain a quality job. 
  Footwork is important when it comes to sheep position and control. If the sheep is not in position and balanced to be able to run a blow, 
then the position needs to be changed. Transferring your weight from one leg to the other can help positioning of the sheep. 
Try joining sections together by having the sheep continually moving, even if only very slightly, which may help keep the sheep 
comfortable without using too much pressure. 
  
 If the Woolgrower wants the hock wool removed, the left front hock is the first wool to be removed on the sheep.   It can then be swept 
up with the crutch wool and separated easily. 
 
  What separates the very best shearers from the average shearer, is their will to work hard, a professional approach to their job, and 
making the sacrifices needed to achieve their goals.  
Their ability to be able to move the sheep, keep it relaxed and comfortable while shearing and yet stay in control. 
 
Excellent rhythm, fitness, stamina, co-ordination, concentration, sheep control, temperament, and constant analysis of their entire shearing 
method is important.  Also a great deal of knowledge on preparation and maintenance of all shearing equipment. 
 
This pattern is recommended an used by many of the world’s most efficient high quality shearers 

 

The most important point for new people in the 
industry to understand is that shearing is hard 
work.  Many alternative methods have been tried; 
robots, chemicals, chains, but none have been as 
cost efficient as the present methods. 
The shearing industry is one of the most efficient 
work forces in the World; shearers only get paid 
for what they shear, no more, no less. If they are 
good shearers they will be asked back next year 
and will always have work. Good work ethics and 
positive attitudes from workers are imperative in 
keeping cost low and wages high 
Quality and efficient work is of paramount 
importance in maintaining and improving the 
dollar returns to the woolgrower. 
An efficient shearer helps lower the overall cost, 
and a high quality shearer improves the dollar 
return of the wool exports. 

2000 World Championships finalists 1st to 6th right to left - Shannon Warnest Australia (right) winner, Darin Forde New Zealand 
runner-up, Charles August Lesotho, Ross Thompson Australia, John Emslie New Zealand, Ken Norman South Africa 
 
In World Shearing Record attempts, experts are gathered from all over, as the best in the respective fields is all that is wanted, second is 
not good enough. 
After being involved in over a dozen successful world records with different shearers, in 3 countries, with Fine and Coarse wool sheep, I 
believe the methods that have been used and proven to be successful in these records should be utilised in all shearer-training programs. 
This will then will benefit and improve all the industry  
 

 
Peter Black,   Manager, Shearing Industry Consultants        
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Belly      
      
  
Removing the belly wool is one of the most 
important parts of shearing, as it sets up the 
neck, long blow, and the last side. If not removed 
completely there will be more work on other 
areas  
 
??Objectives 
 To remove all brisket wool 
 To remove all belly wool flank to flank 
??Key Points 
?? Sheep’s tail approximately 20cm forward and 

out from the downtube 
?? Sheep to lay on inside hip 
?? Outside foot forward of inside foot 
?? Sheep’s inside foreleg behind your inside leg 
?? If necessary shear outside front hock first 
?? Use forearm to hold outside front leg 
?? Start high on the brisket 
?? Enter with the comb flat on the skin 
?? Use free hand to manipulate skin 
?? Turn inside foot away from sheep to clear inside 

of brisket 
?? Always shear the pizzle from the side 

?  Shearing Industry Consultants  
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Crutch     
      
  
When removing wool from the crutch area take care 
near the teats, hamstrings and the top of the hocks. 
 
??Objectives 

To remove all wool from the inside  and top of the 
back legs and allow easy starting on the first back leg 
??Key Points 
?? Enter with the comb flat and pressure on the bottom 

tooth 
?? Inside foot forward of outside foot 
?? Use free hand to manipulate skin, cover teats and in 

the flank if necessary to straighten the back legs 
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First Back Leg    
       
Ensure blows follow the leg line, keep the comb flat 
and clear well under the tail. 
 
??Objectives 

To clear wool from the flank area 
To follow the leg line 
To shear all wool from under the tail 

??Key Points 
?? Move outside foot close to sheep’s shoulder 
?? Turn toes of outside foot away from sheep 
?? Turn heel of inside foot away from sheep 
?? Use inside knee in the brisket 
?? Enter at the leg joint and hocks with a few teeth 
?? Use free hand in flank to stretch the skin 
?? Ensure blows follow leg line & turn away from tail 
?? Concentrate on keeping the comb flat especially near 

the hip area 
?? Let the brisket fall behind your inside leg 
?? Move inside foot back to rotate the sheep towards 

downtube 
?? Clear well under the tail 
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Undermine      
      
Correct foot position is vital to be able to shear wool 
easily from around the tail, up the back, and a blow 
each side of the backbone. 
 
??Objectives 

To shear wool a blow each side of the backbone 
To shear all wool from around the tail 

??Key Points  
?? Use free hand to manipulate the sheep and skin 
?? Move inside foot back to roll the sheep’s back end 

towards you 
?? Keep toes of inside foot under sheep as much as 

possible 
?? Use inside knee to control sheep’s head 
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Topknot     
      
  
The topknot will vary according to the type of sheep 
 
??Objectives 

To shear the topknot and clear the wool forward of 
ears and/or horns.  
??Key Points 
?? Use inside leg to control head 
?? Use free hand to manipulate wool and/or skin 
?? Ensure comb starts on the skin 
?? Aim 1st blow from outside of face to inside ear  
 

 

Neck      
      
  
The neck is one  of the hardest parts of the sheep to 
master, especially if it has big wrinkles 
 
??Objectives 
 To shear the neck cleanly and efficiently 
 To remove wool from the side of the face 
 To remove all wool from the top of the head 
      To clear to the last side ear 
??Key Points 
?? Face straight up the board 
?? Balance sheep high with it’s brisket above it’s left 

teat for right handed shearers 
?? Outside foot forward of inside foot 
?? Keep outside knee in front of sheep’s shoulder point 
?? Turn inside foot parallel with sheep’s back legs 
?? Use free hand in brisket area to help comb entry 
?? Ensure combs starts on skin above the main wrinkle 
?? Lead with the top tooth and keep it on the skin 
?? Use free hand to manipulate skin 
?? After each blow shift inside foot back slightly  
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First Shoulder    
       
Removing a lot of wool from the first shoulder, will 
help eliminate skin cuts on the long blow, and make 
easier shearing on the back of the neck 
 
??Objectives 

To prepare the shoulder and front leg for the long 
blow 
??Key Points 
?? Turn sheep towards downtube 
?? Clear wool behind sheep’s ears including last side 

ear 
?? Release sheep’s outside shoulder from your outside 

leg 
?? Roll sheep onto it’s backbone 
?? Hold sheep’s inside front leg flat, straight out and 

close to it’s body 
?? Bend your back leg to keep inside knee in contact 

near the outside of the sheep’s brisket 
?? Take care near the leg joint 
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Long Blow     
       
The long blow is one of the easiest parts of the 
sheep to shear, but hard to perfect. 
 
??Objectives 

To shear to the backbone and at least one blow over 
??Key Points 
?? Start blows full and aim down slightly 
?? Lay sheep on front foot 
?? Keep front foot under brisket, and contain sheep’s 

both front legs 
?? Step over when comfortable and a blow to the head 

is finished 
?? Keep back foot forward of the tail and near the 

inside hip 
?? Keep sheep’s head down until near backbone 
?? When blows are near the sheep’s backbone transfer 

more weight onto your back foot 
?? Keep sheep’s head high and near outside knee when 

shearing over backbone 
?  Shearing Industry Consultants  
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Face and Last Shoulder    
     
The side of the face and last shoulder will be easier to 
do if the pattern on previous parts of the sheep has 
been followed 
 
??Objectives 
 To shear the face, last shoulder and front leg 
??Key Points 
?? Roll sheep towards downtube and onto it’s outside 

hip 
?? Keep your inside foot behind the sheep’s shoulder 
?? Pull the sheep’s head high into your crutch and hold 

it with your legs on the first blow to the brisket 
?? Release sheep’s outside front leg during the first blow 

to brisket 
?? Hold sheep’s front leg flat and close to it's body 
?? Move your outside foot behind sheep’s hip as soon as 

it feels comfortable 
?? Use free hand on shoulder to straighten front leg 
?  Shearing Industry Consultants   
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Clearing under last Front leg 
??Key Points 
?? Use free hand on shoulder to straighten front leg 
?? Use fingers to manipulate skin and wool from under 

front leg 
?? Turn handpiece under front leg using only a few teeth  
?? Keep first blow to flank flat and full 

?  Shearing Industry Consultants  
 
The Flank & Last Leg    
      
The flank and the last leg should now be easy to finish 
 
??Objectives 

To shear this section quickly, cleanly, and easily 
without the sheep’s head dropping to the floor 

??Key Points 
?? Start blows full 
?? Keep sheep’s back legs in opposite direction to belly 

starting position 
?? Keep sheep upright 
?? Keep toes under sheep as much as possible 
?? Shuffle feet back slightly only as needed 
?? Keep legs straight 
?? Use only as much pressure as is needed with your legs 

and free hand 
?? Take care near leg joints and hamstrings 
?? Keep heels close together to keep sheep’s head off floor 
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Email: sic@shearingworld.com - www.shearingworld.com/sic.htm  
 

SHEARER’S PROGRESS SHEET 
 
Shearer’s Name  ___________________________   
 
Sheep Type  ___________________________ Time ______  mins  ______ secs   Tally ______ 
 
BELLY       LONG BLOW 
Blows starting high enough   (  )  Sheep positioned for 1st blow   (  ) 
Enough off outside    (  )  Rolling sheep onto outside foot  (  ) 
Enough off inside    (  )  Outside foot controlling sheep’s front legs (  ) 
Finishing positively to base of teats  (  )  Inside foot near sheep’s inside hip  (  ) 
        Far enough over backbone, weight transfer (  ) 
        Top tooth to last side ear   (  ) 
CRUTCH       LAST SHOULDER 
Bottom tooth on the skin   (  )  Inside leg back far enough    (  ) 
Clearing top of first hind leg   (  )  Outside leg securing sheep   (  ) 
        Correct line to shoulder   (  ) 
1ST LEG       Using free hand enough   (  ) 
Clearing flank area    (  )  Stepping back early enough   (  ) 
Top tooth on the skin    (  )  Moving skin from under front leg  (  ) 
Finishing close enough to backbone  (  )  Sheep’s head controlled   (  ) 
Finishing blows on the skin   (  )   
Correct line     (  )  LAST LEG 
Inside leg rolling tail    (  )  Filling comb at start of blows   (  ) 
        Correct angle     (  ) 
TAIL        Keeping legs straight    (  ) 
Bottom tooth following the backbone  (  )  Keeping sheep upright   (  ) 
Rolling sheep enough    (  )  Correct pressure, legs or fist   (  ) 
Full blow over the backbone   (  )  Moving outside foot back   (  ) 
         
NECK        PROGRESSIVE SCALE 1 - no good to 10- Excellent 
Sheep balanced high enough   (  )  ENTRY  (    ) 
1st blow correct line    (  )  RETURN  (    ) 
Breaking neck wool correctly   (  )  RHYTHM  (    ) 
Starting blows flat and full   (  )  POSITION  (    ) 
Clearing head to last side ear   (  )  2ND CUTS  (    ) 
        JOB   (    ) 
1ST SHOULDER      ATTITUDE  (    ) 
Using free hand to start blow   (  )  GENERAL COMMENTS 
1st blow under point of shoulder  (  )  _________________________________________ 
Blows correct line and length   (  )   _________________________________________ 
Rolling wrist and keeping comb on the skin (  )  _________________________________________ 
Inside leg positioning sheep for longblow (  )  _________________________________________  
        _________________________________________ 

?  Shearing Industry Consultants      
 _________________________________________ 
         
INSTRUCTOR ___________________________________  DATE __________________ 
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